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UP-GRADE YOUR TRUCK CAP STORAGE
The LEER LOCKER™ is a ceiling mounted storage system that utilizes the wasted space of your truck cap to organize and secure your valuable 
property. Think of it as an overhead sliding drawer that’s ready to use anytime you need it and out of sight when you don’t.

The LEER LOCKER™ was specifically designed for the active truck owner. If you’re an avid outdoorsman and love to hunt, fish, hike or bike, the LEER 
LOCKER™ can safely stow all your gear safely out of the way and locked up tight. On-the-go families will love the convenience of the adjustable 
storage dividers; great for travel sports equipment, beach essentials and camping supplies.

Manufactured in the USA, the LEER LOCKER™ features top-quality materials including a lightweight aluminum drawer wrapped in marine grade carpet, 
heavy-duty steel mounting frame, smooth ball bearing rollers, dual rotary latching system, and dual locks.

LEER LOCKER™ – Out of the way, but never out of reach!

FEATURES 

n  Lightweight Aluminum Storage Drawer

n  Marine Grade Carpet

n  Durable Steel Mounting Frame

n  Maintenance-Free sealed bearing rollers (8 total)

n  Dual Rotary Latching System

n  Adjustable Storage Dividers (2)

n  Dual Locks

n  100# Capacity Rating (evenly distributed weight)

n  Proudly made in the USA

n  Limited 1-Year Warranty
A Member Company of          Truck Accessories Group, LLC

When not in use, the LEER LOCKER™ tucks away    — out of sight


